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DISCOVER HOW MUCH MORE YOU CAN HAVE, HOW MUCH LESS TIME IT WILL
TAKE TO ACHIEVE, AND HOW MUCH MAGNIFICENCE YOU’RE ENTITLED TO IN
YOUR LIFETIME
Dr Fred Grosse’s Seminar’s are designed to help you create a life that you love, one that gives you fulfilment and all that you
desire from your relationships – financially, emotionally and spiritually.
You can have it all. But not by doing what you’ve always done! Doing what you’ve always done will only get you what you’ve
always got. If you are ready to leave behind the ordinary … increase your financial wealth – and your quality of life … then
you are ready to work with the coach super achievers turn to.
DOUBLE your INCOME and work less time while doing it.
Can you profit from Wealth3?
• Wealth3 is for you if you are an achiever who will never be satisfied with relative success.
• Wealth3 is for you if you want a mentoring programme, custom-designed for you by Dr Fred Grosse, to create deep and
lasting change.
• Wealth3 is for you if you have the confidence level to realise you can have it all – more money, more fun, more time –
and that you deserve to have it all.
• Wealth3 is for you if you are ready to make an investment in yourself, and in your family’s future.
• Wealth3 is for you if you are excited at the prospect of an adventure in mastery with an exclusive group of your peers.
• Wealth3 is for you if you are ready to delve into your sub-personalities – do you know who they are?
• Wealth3 is an investment in yourself. And, like anything of lasting value, affecting every part of your life, it’s an investment with a priceless payoff.
Here are just some of the reasons why WEALTH³ is different from anything else out there…creating the Quantum Leap you’re
looking for:
1. WEALTH³ is a 1-year intensive, ongoing mentoring program with Dr. Fred Grosse, giving you cutting -edge solutions to
the dilemmas and difficulties standing between you and your dreams. Here’s your opportunity to work with a specialist
who has helped thousands of peak performers discover new levels of productivity and personal satisfaction. Dr. Grosse
helps you identify your particular stumbling blocks and replace them with building blocks…replacing self-defeating behavior with dollar-productive behavior…eliminating negative influences…taking on the millionaire’s mindset of both inner and
outer wealth…getting rid of toxic “been there, done that” habits…rediscovering the passion and joy that make everything
possible!
2. Lately it seems like almost anyone can (and does) call themselves a success coach. They give seminars for hundreds of
people and may even offer conference calls with dozens of participants. Lots of generic questions are asked, but are they
your specific questions? And, with no time for in-depth answers or follow-up, when it’s over, you’re on your own again.
WEALTH³ mastermind groups are purposely kept small and, over the course of one year, your specific needs are assessed by Dr. Grosse…in depth! Since no two people or situations are the same, solutions are never one -size -fits-all.
Dr. Grosse designs systems and solutions for you, with your particular challenges in mind. You get the personal attention
you need to make a quantum leap in income production and self-satisfaction!
3. WEALTH³ is specifically designed to help you at the deepest level where real and permanent change takes place. You’ve
probably read dozens of books, listened to hours and hours of tapes. You’ve gone to the motivational seminars that give
you a quick boost (that fades just as quickly). You’ve searched out the latest “power tools” (which don’t have staying power over time). You may know what to do, but do you always do it? What is it that makes some people wildly successful
and others less so…even though they’ve all been exposed to the same tools, techniques, and tactics? Self-mastery
makes the difference. It occurs at a level you can’t get to on your own. And let’s face it, whether you’re in a car listening
to tapes, or in a seminar with hundreds of others, you’re alone if you’re not getting personal attention. Dr. Grosse, and the
intensive peer support, feedback, and mentoring you get provide the crucial distinctions and behavioral changes that
make all the difference!
4. WEALTH³ allows you to access and master the same success trajectory that top-tier winners continue to profit from. Until
recently, Dr. Grosse has limited himself to working with the top 1% of achievers. Now, in response to overwhelming demand, he is sharing the wealth, expanding his mastermind trainings. So, if you’re tiRed of putting in a punishing work
week…had enough of risking burnout if you work more, and feeling guilty if you work less…think about family when
you’re at the office, and the office when you’re with your family…If you’re frustrated that there still isn’t enough money,
time or energy left for living the dreams that used to excite and fascinate you…you’re in the right place at the right time!
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